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1. Introduction

� A major finding of corpusA major finding of corpusA major finding of corpusA major finding of corpus----linguistic research:linguistic research:linguistic research:linguistic research:

Language is highly patterned.Language is highly patterned.Language is highly patterned.Language is highly patterned.

� To a high degree, language is made up of fixed or To a high degree, language is made up of fixed or To a high degree, language is made up of fixed or To a high degree, language is made up of fixed or 
semisemisemisemi----fixed units fixed units fixed units fixed units (clusters, phrases, chunks, lexical 
bundles, n-grams, collocational frameworks, formulaic 
sequences, multi-word units...)sequences, multi-word units...)

� MeaningMeaningMeaningMeaning----carrying unit in language is not the word carrying unit in language is not the word carrying unit in language is not the word carrying unit in language is not the word 
in isolation but a larger unit (phrase)in isolation but a larger unit (phrase)in isolation but a larger unit (phrase)in isolation but a larger unit (phrase)
"the normal carrier of meaning is the phrase" "the normal carrier of meaning is the phrase" "the normal carrier of meaning is the phrase" "the normal carrier of meaning is the phrase" (Sinclair (Sinclair (Sinclair (Sinclair 

2005)2005)2005)2005)

"Language as phraseology" "Language as phraseology" "Language as phraseology" "Language as phraseology" (Hunston 2002: 137)(Hunston 2002: 137)(Hunston 2002: 137)(Hunston 2002: 137)

� We need We need We need We need phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological itemsitemsitemsitems to locate meaningto locate meaningto locate meaningto locate meaning
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1. Introduction

� A second point of departure: A second point of departure: A second point of departure: A second point of departure: 

English as an academic languageEnglish as an academic languageEnglish as an academic languageEnglish as an academic language

� Nowadays: a large and growing number of Nowadays: a large and growing number of Nowadays: a large and growing number of Nowadays: a large and growing number of 
academic texts produced by nonacademic texts produced by nonacademic texts produced by nonacademic texts produced by non----native speakers native speakers native speakers native speakers 
of English of English of English of English 

� Research world is becoming more AnglicizedResearch world is becoming more AnglicizedResearch world is becoming more AnglicizedResearch world is becoming more Anglicized� Research world is becoming more AnglicizedResearch world is becoming more AnglicizedResearch world is becoming more AnglicizedResearch world is becoming more Anglicized

� Large numbers of "nonLarge numbers of "nonLarge numbers of "nonLarge numbers of "non----Anglophones" Anglophones" Anglophones" Anglophones" (Swales 2004: (Swales 2004: (Swales 2004: (Swales 2004: 

46)46)46)46) produce academic Englishproduce academic Englishproduce academic Englishproduce academic English

� Important for novices to be familiar with the Important for novices to be familiar with the Important for novices to be familiar with the Important for novices to be familiar with the 
phraseology/patterning of academic writingphraseology/patterning of academic writingphraseology/patterning of academic writingphraseology/patterning of academic writing

� Explore part of the phraseology of academic Explore part of the phraseology of academic Explore part of the phraseology of academic Explore part of the phraseology of academic 
EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish
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This talk will...This talk will...This talk will...This talk will...

� ... emphasize the importance of phraseology in ... emphasize the importance of phraseology in ... emphasize the importance of phraseology in ... emphasize the importance of phraseology in 
language researchlanguage researchlanguage researchlanguage research

� ... focus on corpus methodology in research on ... focus on corpus methodology in research on ... focus on corpus methodology in research on ... focus on corpus methodology in research on 
phraseologyphraseologyphraseologyphraseology

� ... present tools and techniques for ... present tools and techniques for ... present tools and techniques for ... present tools and techniques for phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological

1. Introduction

� ... present tools and techniques for ... present tools and techniques for ... present tools and techniques for ... present tools and techniques for phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological
analyses of languageanalyses of languageanalyses of languageanalyses of language

� ... work with corpora of academic discourse and ... work with corpora of academic discourse and ... work with corpora of academic discourse and ... work with corpora of academic discourse and 
highlight aspects of different text types highlight aspects of different text types highlight aspects of different text types highlight aspects of different text types 

� ... consider the implications of two case studies for ... consider the implications of two case studies for ... consider the implications of two case studies for ... consider the implications of two case studies for 
language pedagogy and linguistic descriptionlanguage pedagogy and linguistic descriptionlanguage pedagogy and linguistic descriptionlanguage pedagogy and linguistic description
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� How can corpus tools that help with How can corpus tools that help with How can corpus tools that help with How can corpus tools that help with phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological
analyses?analyses?analyses?analyses?

� Several concordance packages automatically extract Several concordance packages automatically extract Several concordance packages automatically extract Several concordance packages automatically extract 
repeated word sequences from corpora:repeated word sequences from corpora:repeated word sequences from corpora:repeated word sequences from corpora:

� kfNgramkfNgramkfNgramkfNgram

� CollocateCollocateCollocateCollocate

2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

� CollocateCollocateCollocateCollocate

� ConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGram

� AntConcAntConcAntConcAntConc

� WordSmithWordSmithWordSmithWordSmith ToolsToolsToolsTools

� Look at examples of the types of lists these tools Look at examples of the types of lists these tools Look at examples of the types of lists these tools Look at examples of the types of lists these tools 
produce...produce...produce...produce...
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

kfNgramkfNgramkfNgramkfNgram
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology
kfNgramkfNgramkfNgramkfNgram
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

CollocateCollocateCollocateCollocate
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

CollocateCollocateCollocateCollocate
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

ConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGram
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

AntConcAntConcAntConcAntConc
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

AntConcAntConcAntConcAntConc
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

WordSmithWordSmithWordSmithWordSmith
Tools Tools Tools Tools 
Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster 
function function function function 
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2. Corpus analysis and phraseology

WordSmithWordSmithWordSmithWordSmith
Tools Tools Tools Tools 
ConcgramConcgramConcgramConcgram
function function function function 
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3. Phraseology and academic corpora

� How can How can How can How can corporacorporacorporacorpora of of of of academic discourse academic discourse academic discourse academic discourse be used in be used in be used in be used in 
phraseologyphraseologyphraseologyphraseology research?research?research?research?

� Present findings from two case studies on: Present findings from two case studies on: Present findings from two case studies on: Present findings from two case studies on: 

...the ...the ...the ...the phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological profile of profile of profile of profile of 
book reviews in linguistics book reviews in linguistics book reviews in linguistics book reviews in linguistics 

...the distribution of ...the distribution of ...the distribution of ...the distribution of phraseophraseophraseophraseo----
logical items across student logical items across student logical items across student logical items across student logical items across student logical items across student logical items across student logical items across student 
papers papers papers papers 
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Case study #1Case study #1Case study #1Case study #1
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� How can we uncover the How can we uncover the How can we uncover the How can we uncover the phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological profile of   profile of   profile of   profile of   
a text or text type? a text or text type? a text or text type? a text or text type? 

���� Development of the Development of the Development of the Development of the PhraseologicalPhraseologicalPhraseologicalPhraseological Profile Model       Profile Model       Profile Model       Profile Model       
(PP Model)(PP Model)(PP Model)(PP Model)

� PP Model summarizes the underlying procedure of PP Model summarizes the underlying procedure of PP Model summarizes the underlying procedure of PP Model summarizes the underlying procedure of 
text/corpus analysis and consists of text/corpus analysis and consists of text/corpus analysis and consists of text/corpus analysis and consists of 4 central steps4 central steps4 central steps4 central steps::::

3.1 The phraseological profile of
book reviews

text/corpus analysis and consists of text/corpus analysis and consists of text/corpus analysis and consists of text/corpus analysis and consists of 4 central steps4 central steps4 central steps4 central steps::::
1. identification of phraseological items 
2. determination of item-internal variation 
3. examination of functions of the identified items
4. analysis of the distribution of items across texts

� Application of the model Application of the model Application of the model Application of the model to a 3.5 million word corpus  to a 3.5 million word corpus  to a 3.5 million word corpus  to a 3.5 million word corpus  
of linguistic book reviews: of linguistic book reviews: of linguistic book reviews: of linguistic book reviews: Book Reviews In Linguistics Book Reviews In Linguistics Book Reviews In Linguistics Book Reviews In Linguistics 
CorpusCorpusCorpusCorpus (BRILC); (BRILC); (BRILC); (BRILC); 1,500 texts, 3.5 1,500 texts, 3.5 1,500 texts, 3.5 1,500 texts, 3.5 miomiomiomio wordswordswordswords
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Step 1: Identification of 
phraseological items
� Take a corpusTake a corpusTake a corpusTake a corpus----driven approach driven approach driven approach driven approach (fully automatic (fully automatic (fully automatic (fully automatic 

extraction of items)extraction of items)extraction of items)extraction of items)

� Work with whole texts, not samplesWork with whole texts, not samplesWork with whole texts, not samplesWork with whole texts, not samples

� Use Use Use Use phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological search engines to extract search engines to extract search engines to extract search engines to extract 
candidate candidate candidate candidate item listsitem listsitem listsitem lists

� Tools: Tools: Tools: Tools: CollocateCollocateCollocateCollocate (Barlow 2004)(Barlow 2004)(Barlow 2004)(Barlow 2004), , , , ConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGram (Greaves (Greaves (Greaves (Greaves � Tools: Tools: Tools: Tools: CollocateCollocateCollocateCollocate (Barlow 2004)(Barlow 2004)(Barlow 2004)(Barlow 2004), , , , ConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGram (Greaves (Greaves (Greaves (Greaves 

2009)2009)2009)2009), , , , kfNgramkfNgramkfNgramkfNgram (Fletcher 2002(Fletcher 2002(Fletcher 2002(Fletcher 2002----7)7)7)7)

� Extract lists of Extract lists of Extract lists of Extract lists of nnnn----gramsgramsgramsgrams, , , , pppp----framesframesframesframes, , , , concgramsconcgramsconcgramsconcgrams

� Manually filter/'weed' the lists for interesting and Manually filter/'weed' the lists for interesting and Manually filter/'weed' the lists for interesting and Manually filter/'weed' the lists for interesting and 
meaningful itemsmeaningful itemsmeaningful itemsmeaningful items
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Step 1: Identification of 
phraseological items
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ConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGramConcGram output for output for output for output for output for output for output for output for 
it+be+interesting: it+be+interesting: it+be+interesting: it+be+interesting: it+be+interesting: it+be+interesting: it+be+interesting: it+be+interesting: 
constituency variationconstituency variationconstituency variationconstituency variationconstituency variationconstituency variationconstituency variationconstituency variation



� Manual Manual Manual Manual 'weeding': requires to go back and forth 'weeding': requires to go back and forth 'weeding': requires to go back and forth 'weeding': requires to go back and forth 
between lists and concordances between lists and concordances between lists and concordances between lists and concordances 

� Important to look at wider context of itemsImportant to look at wider context of itemsImportant to look at wider context of itemsImportant to look at wider context of items

� Procedure resulted in a Procedure resulted in a Procedure resulted in a Procedure resulted in a database of around 8,000 database of around 8,000 database of around 8,000 database of around 8,000 

Step 1: Identification of 
phraseological items

� Procedure resulted in a Procedure resulted in a Procedure resulted in a Procedure resulted in a database of around 8,000 database of around 8,000 database of around 8,000 database of around 8,000 
phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological itemsitemsitemsitems (freq of occurrence in BRILC ≥20)(freq of occurrence in BRILC ≥20)(freq of occurrence in BRILC ≥20)(freq of occurrence in BRILC ≥20)

� Results reported on here are based on subsets of Results reported on here are based on subsets of Results reported on here are based on subsets of Results reported on here are based on subsets of 
highhighhighhigh----frequency frequency frequency frequency itemsitemsitemsitems
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� This step examines This step examines This step examines This step examines how variable how variable how variable how variable (or fixed) a (or fixed) a (or fixed) a (or fixed) a 
repeatedly occurring sequence of words isrepeatedly occurring sequence of words isrepeatedly occurring sequence of words isrepeatedly occurring sequence of words is

� Where in an item does variation occur? What are the most Where in an item does variation occur? What are the most Where in an item does variation occur? What are the most Where in an item does variation occur? What are the most 
frequent variants in a * slot in a pfrequent variants in a * slot in a pfrequent variants in a * slot in a pfrequent variants in a * slot in a p----frame?frame?frame?frame?

� PPPP----frameframeframeframe: n: n: n: n----gram with one internal variable slot, e.g. gram with one internal variable slot, e.g. gram with one internal variable slot, e.g. gram with one internal variable slot, e.g. 
A*CD, AB*DA*CD, AB*DA*CD, AB*DA*CD, AB*D

Step 2: Determination of item-
internal variation

A*CD, AB*DA*CD, AB*DA*CD, AB*DA*CD, AB*D

� Step 2 also measures the Step 2 also measures the Step 2 also measures the Step 2 also measures the degrees of variation degrees of variation degrees of variation degrees of variation of of of of 
common word sequences: VPR common word sequences: VPR common word sequences: VPR common word sequences: VPR (variant/p(variant/p(variant/p(variant/p----frame ratio frame ratio frame ratio frame ratio ––––

a TTR for pa TTR for pa TTR for pa TTR for p----frames)frames)frames)frames)

� Items with low VPRs (e.g. Items with low VPRs (e.g. Items with low VPRs (e.g. Items with low VPRs (e.g. on the * handon the * handon the * handon the * hand, , , , a * range a * range a * range a * range 
ofofofof) have few variants per p) have few variants per p) have few variants per p) have few variants per p----frame; low degree of frame; low degree of frame; low degree of frame; low degree of 
variationvariationvariationvariation
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VariantVariantVariantVariant----type distributiontype distributiontype distributiontype distribution

� Is the distribution of Is the distribution of Is the distribution of Is the distribution of 
variants per pvariants per pvariants per pvariants per p----frame frame frame frame 
Zipfian?Zipfian?Zipfian?Zipfian?

Step 2: Determination of item-
internal variation

� i.e. does a small i.e. does a small i.e. does a small i.e. does a small 
number of variants number of variants number of variants number of variants 
(types) account for a (types) account for a (types) account for a (types) account for a 
large share of plarge share of plarge share of plarge share of p----frame frame frame frame 
tokens?tokens?tokens?tokens?
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Zipf and pedagogical implications:Zipf and pedagogical implications:Zipf and pedagogical implications:Zipf and pedagogical implications:
Most instances of a pMost instances of a pMost instances of a pMost instances of a p----frame can be covered frame can be covered frame can be covered frame can be covered 
by only teaching a handful of variants (here: by only teaching a handful of variants (here: by only teaching a handful of variants (here: by only teaching a handful of variants (here: 
basisbasisbasisbasis, , , , partpartpartpart, , , , rolerolerolerole, , , , naturenaturenaturenature, , , , useuseuseuse) ) ) ) 

Step 2: Determination of item-
internal variation

basisbasisbasisbasis 431, 431, 431, 431, partpartpartpart 92, 92, 92, 92, rolerolerolerole 83, 83, 83, 83, naturenaturenaturenature 73, 73, 73, 73, useuseuseuse 57575757
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Step 3: Examination of functions of 
the items
� What What What What meanings meanings meanings meanings are expressed by the are expressed by the are expressed by the are expressed by the most frequent most frequent most frequent most frequent 

phraseological items in our text collectionphraseological items in our text collectionphraseological items in our text collectionphraseological items in our text collection? ? ? ? 

� Need to look at items in context Need to look at items in context Need to look at items in context Need to look at items in context (concordance analysis)(concordance analysis)(concordance analysis)(concordance analysis)

� Assigned one meaning to each item Assigned one meaning to each item Assigned one meaning to each item Assigned one meaning to each item (while not all (while not all (while not all (while not all 

items were monofunctional, one meaning always dominated)items were monofunctional, one meaning always dominated)items were monofunctional, one meaning always dominated)items were monofunctional, one meaning always dominated)

� PPPP----frames were only assigned a function if variants frames were only assigned a function if variants frames were only assigned a function if variants frames were only assigned a function if variants � PPPP----frames were only assigned a function if variants frames were only assigned a function if variants frames were only assigned a function if variants frames were only assigned a function if variants 
were semantically relatedwere semantically relatedwere semantically relatedwere semantically related

� The examined items convey 4 functions:   The examined items convey 4 functions:   The examined items convey 4 functions:   The examined items convey 4 functions:   
1. express EVALUATION1. express EVALUATION1. express EVALUATION1. express EVALUATION
2. refer to the STRUCTURE of the book under review   2. refer to the STRUCTURE of the book under review   2. refer to the STRUCTURE of the book under review   2. refer to the STRUCTURE of the book under review   
3. refer to the CONTENT of a book    3. refer to the CONTENT of a book    3. refer to the CONTENT of a book    3. refer to the CONTENT of a book    
4. organize the DISCOURSE4. organize the DISCOURSE4. organize the DISCOURSE4. organize the DISCOURSE
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Examples...Examples...Examples...Examples...

� Expressing evaluation: Expressing evaluation: Expressing evaluation: Expressing evaluation: 
it would be * to, it is * that, a wide range of, it is 
not clear

� Referring to the structure of a book: Referring to the structure of a book: Referring to the structure of a book: Referring to the structure of a book: 
in the * chapter, in the first part, the * of the book

Step 3: Examination of functions of 
the items

in the * chapter, in the first part, the * of the book

� Referring to a book’s content: Referring to a book’s content: Referring to a book’s content: Referring to a book’s content: 
the history of, the * of English, the relationship 
between * and

� Organizing the discourse: Organizing the discourse: Organizing the discourse: Organizing the discourse: 
in order to, with respect to, with * to the
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Step 4: Analysis of the distribution of 
items across texts
� Where in a text (here Where in a text (here Where in a text (here Where in a text (here a book a book a book a book review) does an item review) does an item review) does an item review) does an item 

most commonly occur?most commonly occur?most commonly occur?most commonly occur?

� Are there any Are there any Are there any Are there any relations between relations between relations between relations between phraseolphraseolphraseolphraseol. items and . items and . items and . items and 
text structuretext structuretext structuretext structure? ? ? ? (cf. "textual colligation", Hoey 2005)(cf. "textual colligation", Hoey 2005)(cf. "textual colligation", Hoey 2005)(cf. "textual colligation", Hoey 2005)

� Knowing where in a text an item most commonly Knowing where in a text an item most commonly Knowing where in a text an item most commonly Knowing where in a text an item most commonly 
occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates occurs and which position(s) it avoids, facilitates 
text processing and productiontext processing and productiontext processing and productiontext processing and production

� Textual distribution of items can be observed in Textual distribution of items can be observed in Textual distribution of items can be observed in Textual distribution of items can be observed in 
corpus tools (corpus tools (corpus tools (corpus tools (WordSmithWordSmithWordSmithWordSmith Tools "dispersion plot“, Tools "dispersion plot“, Tools "dispersion plot“, Tools "dispersion plot“, AntConcAntConcAntConcAntConc

"concordance plot“, "concordance plot“, "concordance plot“, "concordance plot“, MonoConcMonoConcMonoConcMonoConc Pro "distribution of hits")Pro "distribution of hits")Pro "distribution of hits")Pro "distribution of hits")

� But: hard to evaluate results systematically But: hard to evaluate results systematically But: hard to evaluate results systematically But: hard to evaluate results systematically (other (other (other (other 

than eyeballing bar code lists)than eyeballing bar code lists)than eyeballing bar code lists)than eyeballing bar code lists)
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� Division of each file into four parts of equal size Division of each file into four parts of equal size Division of each file into four parts of equal size Division of each file into four parts of equal size 
(Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4); (Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4); (Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4); (Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4); THANKS to Matthew B. O’Donnell!THANKS to Matthew B. O’Donnell!THANKS to Matthew B. O’Donnell!THANKS to Matthew B. O’Donnell!

� Quarters correspond with structural elements Quarters correspond with structural elements Quarters correspond with structural elements Quarters correspond with structural elements 
(introduction, summary of contents, critical evaluation)(introduction, summary of contents, critical evaluation)(introduction, summary of contents, critical evaluation)(introduction, summary of contents, critical evaluation)

� Retrieval of nRetrieval of nRetrieval of nRetrieval of n----gram/pgram/pgram/pgram/p----frame lists from 'quartered' frame lists from 'quartered' frame lists from 'quartered' frame lists from 'quartered' 
version of BRILCversion of BRILCversion of BRILCversion of BRILC

Step 4: Analysis of the distribution of 
items across texts

version of BRILCversion of BRILCversion of BRILCversion of BRILC

� Compute shares of item occurrence across quarters Compute shares of item occurrence across quarters Compute shares of item occurrence across quarters Compute shares of item occurrence across quarters 
(for top(for top(for top(for top----300 300 300 300 phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological items, >200 hits)items, >200 hits)items, >200 hits)items, >200 hits)

� Each text quarter prefers different nEach text quarter prefers different nEach text quarter prefers different nEach text quarter prefers different n----gramsgramsgramsgrams

� Selected highSelected highSelected highSelected high----frequency items show interesting frequency items show interesting frequency items show interesting frequency items show interesting 
textual distributions...textual distributions...textual distributions...textual distributions...
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Step 4: Analysis of the distribution of 
items across texts
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� Study has put forward a new model for text and Study has put forward a new model for text and Study has put forward a new model for text and Study has put forward a new model for text and 
corpus analysiscorpus analysiscorpus analysiscorpus analysis

� 4 steps (4 steps (4 steps (4 steps (IIII----VVVV----FFFF----DDDD) help establish the ) help establish the ) help establish the ) help establish the phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological
profile of a text/text collection:profile of a text/text collection:profile of a text/text collection:profile of a text/text collection:

� What are the central What are the central What are the central What are the central phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological items?items?items?items?

� How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they 

3.1 The phraseological profile of
book reviews

� How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they How variable are they? What type(s) of variation do they 
allow?allow?allow?allow?

� What functions do they most commonly express?What functions do they most commonly express?What functions do they most commonly express?What functions do they most commonly express?

� How are items distributed across texts? How does their How are items distributed across texts? How does their How are items distributed across texts? How does their How are items distributed across texts? How does their 
occurrence relate to text structure?occurrence relate to text structure?occurrence relate to text structure?occurrence relate to text structure?

� Analyses show: a lot of important information about Analyses show: a lot of important information about Analyses show: a lot of important information about Analyses show: a lot of important information about 
the cothe cothe cothe co----selection and textual distribution of words/ selection and textual distribution of words/ selection and textual distribution of words/ selection and textual distribution of words/ 
phrases has not yet been capturedphrases has not yet been capturedphrases has not yet been capturedphrases has not yet been captured
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� Outcome: Outcome: Outcome: Outcome: a texta texta texta text----type specific inventory of items, type specific inventory of items, type specific inventory of items, type specific inventory of items, 
their variation, functions and textual distributiontheir variation, functions and textual distributiontheir variation, functions and textual distributiontheir variation, functions and textual distribution

� Findings have implications for creation of textFindings have implications for creation of textFindings have implications for creation of textFindings have implications for creation of text----type type type type 
or genre specific reference worksor genre specific reference worksor genre specific reference worksor genre specific reference works

� Also: Also: Also: Also: implicationsimplicationsimplicationsimplications forforforfor pedagogical practice pedagogical practice pedagogical practice pedagogical practice ----
What do learners What do learners What do learners What do learners (or in this case novice academic (or in this case novice academic (or in this case novice academic (or in this case novice academic 

3.1 The phraseological profile of
book reviews

What do learners What do learners What do learners What do learners (or in this case novice academic (or in this case novice academic (or in this case novice academic (or in this case novice academic 

writers)writers)writers)writers) need to know about the use of common need to know about the use of common need to know about the use of common need to know about the use of common 
phrases in a particular text type?phrases in a particular text type?phrases in a particular text type?phrases in a particular text type?

� Still: need to find out a lot more about patterns in Still: need to find out a lot more about patterns in Still: need to find out a lot more about patterns in Still: need to find out a lot more about patterns in 
the language of book reviewsthe language of book reviewsthe language of book reviewsthe language of book reviews
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Case study #2Case study #2Case study #2Case study #2
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3.2 The textual distribution of 
phraseological items

� Focus on phraseology of student academic writingFocus on phraseology of student academic writingFocus on phraseology of student academic writingFocus on phraseology of student academic writing

� Paper identifies common Paper identifies common Paper identifies common Paper identifies common phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological items in items in items in items in 
MICUSP and relates them with text structureMICUSP and relates them with text structureMICUSP and relates them with text structureMICUSP and relates them with text structure

� Analysis is based on Analysis is based on Analysis is based on Analysis is based on Hoey’sHoey’sHoey’sHoey’s (2005) observations (2005) observations (2005) observations (2005) observations 
on on on on textual colligationtextual colligationtextual colligationtextual colligation

Ute Römer (uroemer@gsu.edu)

on on on on textual colligationtextual colligationtextual colligationtextual colligation

� Words and phrases may carry with them associations for 
occurrence at a specific location in a text or textual unit

� Preference for or avoidance of textual positions

� Which items do typically occur at the beginning or Which items do typically occur at the beginning or Which items do typically occur at the beginning or Which items do typically occur at the beginning or 
end of a text, paragraph, or sentence?end of a text, paragraph, or sentence?end of a text, paragraph, or sentence?end of a text, paragraph, or sentence?



MICUSPMICUSPMICUSPMICUSP

� Michigan Corpus of UpperMichigan Corpus of UpperMichigan Corpus of UpperMichigan Corpus of Upper----level Student Paperslevel Student Paperslevel Student Paperslevel Student Papers

� 829 A829 A829 A829 A----graded papers; around graded papers; around graded papers; around graded papers; around 2.6 million words2.6 million words2.6 million words2.6 million words

� Papers collected from Papers collected from Papers collected from Papers collected from 16 disciplines 16 disciplines 16 disciplines 16 disciplines across 4 across 4 across 4 across 4 
academic divisions academic divisions academic divisions academic divisions (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; 

3.2 The textual distribution of 
phraseological items
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academic divisions academic divisions academic divisions academic divisions (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; (Humanities & Arts; Social Sciences; 

Biological & Health Sciences; Physical Sciences)Biological & Health Sciences; Physical Sciences)Biological & Health Sciences; Physical Sciences)Biological & Health Sciences; Physical Sciences)

� Students at Students at Students at Students at 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels of study of study of study of study (senior undergraduates; (senior undergraduates; (senior undergraduates; (senior undergraduates; 

1st, 2nd, 3rd year graduates)1st, 2nd, 3rd year graduates)1st, 2nd, 3rd year graduates)1st, 2nd, 3rd year graduates)

� Native and nonNative and nonNative and nonNative and non----native speaker contributionsnative speaker contributionsnative speaker contributionsnative speaker contributions

� Freely accessible online using Freely accessible online using Freely accessible online using Freely accessible online using MICUSP SimpleMICUSP SimpleMICUSP SimpleMICUSP Simple

� SeeSeeSeeSee http://micusp.elicorpora.infohttp://micusp.elicorpora.infohttp://micusp.elicorpora.infohttp://micusp.elicorpora.info



For each paragraph in every MICUSP XML document:For each paragraph in every MICUSP XML document:For each paragraph in every MICUSP XML document:For each paragraph in every MICUSP XML document:

1.1.1.1. tokenize text into sentences and words (NLTK)tokenize text into sentences and words (NLTK)tokenize text into sentences and words (NLTK)tokenize text into sentences and words (NLTK)

2.2.2.2. process each word, recording:process each word, recording:process each word, recording:process each word, recording:

� paper ID, discipline & student level

� up to 8-word right context

3.2 The textual distribution of 
phraseological items

� up to 8-word right context

� word # within sentence & sentence length

� word # within paragraph & paragraph length

� word # within text & text length

� sentence # & # of sentences within paragraph

� paragraph # & # of paragraphs in text
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3.2 The textual distribution of 
phraseological items
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� Database enables us to extract positional data Database enables us to extract positional data Database enables us to extract positional data Database enables us to extract positional data 
according to textual unitsaccording to textual unitsaccording to textual unitsaccording to textual units

� By means of an RBy means of an RBy means of an RBy means of an R----script: Derive histograms with script: Derive histograms with script: Derive histograms with script: Derive histograms with 
set number (e.g. 10) of bins and continuous set number (e.g. 10) of bins and continuous set number (e.g. 10) of bins and continuous set number (e.g. 10) of bins and continuous 
density distribution for sentence/paragraph/textdensity distribution for sentence/paragraph/textdensity distribution for sentence/paragraph/textdensity distribution for sentence/paragraph/text

3.2 The textual distribution of 
phraseological items

density distribution for sentence/paragraph/textdensity distribution for sentence/paragraph/textdensity distribution for sentence/paragraph/textdensity distribution for sentence/paragraph/text
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-Avoidance of Avoidance of Avoidance of Avoidance of 
sentencesentencesentencesentence----final final final final 
positionpositionpositionposition

-No marked No marked No marked No marked 
preference for preference for preference for preference for 
particular particular particular particular 
paragraph paragraph paragraph paragraph 

it would be * toit would be * toit would be * toit would be * to

3.2 The textual distribution of...

paragraph paragraph paragraph paragraph 
positionspositionspositionspositions

-TextTextTextText----final final final final 
preferencepreferencepreferencepreference



-Avoidance of Avoidance of Avoidance of Avoidance of 
sentencesentencesentencesentence----final final final final 
positionpositionpositionposition

-No marked No marked No marked No marked 
preference for preference for preference for preference for 
particular particular particular particular 
paragraph paragraph paragraph paragraph 

it would be * toit would be * toit would be * toit would be * to

3.2 The textual distribution of...

paragraph paragraph paragraph paragraph 
positionspositionspositionspositions

-TextTextTextText----final final final final 
preferencepreferencepreferencepreference



in addition toin addition toin addition toin addition to

-Strong Strong Strong Strong 
sentencesentencesentencesentence----initial initial initial initial 
preferencepreferencepreferencepreference

-Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 
initial preferenceinitial preferenceinitial preferenceinitial preference

-No marked No marked No marked No marked 

3.2 The textual distribution of...

-No marked No marked No marked No marked 
texttexttexttext----positional positional positional positional 
preferencespreferencespreferencespreferences



in the futurein the futurein the futurein the future

-Strong Strong Strong Strong 
sentence and sentence and sentence and sentence and 
text final text final text final text final 
preferencepreferencepreferencepreference

-Tends towards Tends towards Tends towards Tends towards 
the end of the the end of the the end of the the end of the 
paragraphparagraphparagraphparagraph

3.2 The textual distribution of...

paragraphparagraphparagraphparagraph



� Alternative approach: Group items by positional Alternative approach: Group items by positional Alternative approach: Group items by positional Alternative approach: Group items by positional 
tendenciestendenciestendenciestendencies

� Retrieve all 3-5 grams and 3-5 p-frames occurring 
100+ in MICUSP

� Calculate percentage distributions percentage distributions percentage distributions percentage distributions using 10 bins for 
sentences, paragraphs and text positions according to 

3.2 The textual distribution of 
phraseological items

sentences, paragraphs and text positions according to 
first word of each item

� Sort items according to various positions, e.g. sentence-
initial (S1+S2+S3), paragraph-final (P10+P9+P8), text-
medial (T4+T5+T6) to group them by text positional 
behavior

� Look at results for positional tendencies of items Look at results for positional tendencies of items Look at results for positional tendencies of items Look at results for positional tendencies of items 
within the within the within the within the paragraphparagraphparagraphparagraph
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one of the most

of this study

of the most

in addition to

in addition the

whether or not

he does not

it is possible

in this way

in the future

the absence of

the possibility of

Paragraph initialParagraph initialParagraph initialParagraph initial medialmedialmedialmedial finalfinalfinalfinal

3.2 The textual distribution of 
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in addition to

there are many

the purpose of

a series of

one of the

the issue of

the concept of

it is possible

in other words

found that the

at the time

as a result of

this is not

would have been

should not be

likely to be

as a whole

may not be

but it is

needs to be
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Findings are pedagogically relevant:Findings are pedagogically relevant:Findings are pedagogically relevant:Findings are pedagogically relevant:

� Important for novice writers to identify commonly Important for novice writers to identify commonly Important for novice writers to identify commonly Important for novice writers to identify commonly 
used phrases in discourse of a disciplineused phrases in discourse of a disciplineused phrases in discourse of a disciplineused phrases in discourse of a discipline

� Important for EAP teachers and novice academic Important for EAP teachers and novice academic Important for EAP teachers and novice academic Important for EAP teachers and novice academic 
writers to know writers to know writers to know writers to know whichwhichwhichwhich items/phrases are used items/phrases are used items/phrases are used items/phrases are used 

3.2 The textual distribution of 
phraseological items

writers to know writers to know writers to know writers to know whichwhichwhichwhich items/phrases are used items/phrases are used items/phrases are used items/phrases are used 
wherewherewherewhere in a textin a textin a textin a text

� In teaching and in materials creation it appears In teaching and in materials creation it appears In teaching and in materials creation it appears In teaching and in materials creation it appears 
that textual positioning should be given greater that textual positioning should be given greater that textual positioning should be given greater that textual positioning should be given greater 
attentionattentionattentionattention
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4. Concluding thoughts

� Corpora as Corpora as Corpora as Corpora as powerful toolspowerful toolspowerful toolspowerful tools in the study of in the study of in the study of in the study of 
academic discourseacademic discourseacademic discourseacademic discourse

� Corpora and corpusCorpora and corpusCorpora and corpusCorpora and corpus----analytic techniques help analytic techniques help analytic techniques help analytic techniques help 
highlight highlight highlight highlight phraseologicalphraseologicalphraseologicalphraseological itemsitemsitemsitems in textsin textsin textsin texts

� insights into meaning creation

� insights into (disciplinary) terminology� insights into (disciplinary) terminology

� insights into textual colligation

� insights into aboutness/topicality

� insights into stylistic preferences of writers

� Use new tools and techniques to explore corpora Use new tools and techniques to explore corpora Use new tools and techniques to explore corpora Use new tools and techniques to explore corpora 
in new ways and in new ways and in new ways and in new ways and discover new aspects of the discover new aspects of the discover new aspects of the discover new aspects of the 
patterned nature of languagepatterned nature of languagepatterned nature of languagepatterned nature of language
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More 4-grams...
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